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   "Great  American  Eclipse"   =   An  Awesome  "Sign"  from  Heaven!  (=41/53)        

«  on:   August  09,  2017  » 

 

 

Salaam/Peace to All, 
 

 

here we shall clearly witness  "Great  American  Total  Solar  Eclipse"   

which will take place on  August 21, 2017              

as such  An  Awesome  "Sign"  from our LORD AL-LAH                     
here in this Respect (=QURAN TESTAMENT  41/53-54), in this Final Age now,  

 

and thereby, here Again, we shall clearly and unmistakably comprehend the Fact that  
 

the One and Only CREATOR and GOD (="AL-LAH")                   
of the whole Universe/s, and all galaxies, stars, planets, etc. therein                 
                       

has Sent-Down "QURAN TESTAMENT"    
 

for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits  

of all the Nations-Peoples of America and the whole World, for/in this Final Age now.                          
           

 

                        
 image credit: nasa.gov/eclipse                  (Total Solar Eclipse)   

 



 

 

===============                           

On Monday  August  21,  2017  a Total Solar Eclipse will be visible in totality within a band across              
the entire contiguous United States of America, and will also be visible in many other Countries as a Partial Eclipse.             

= A Total Solar Eclipse occurs when the Moon's apparent diameter is larger than the Sun's, blocking all direct sunlight,           
turning day into darkness.   

= Totality occurs in a narrow path across Earth's surface, with the partial Solar eclipse visible over a surrounding region            
thousands of kilometers wide. 

= The path of Totality will touch 14 states (in United States of America) though a Partial Eclipse will be visible             
in many more states (therein). 
  

= This Eclipse is unprecedented in modern times in that  

"12.2  million" people reside in the path of Totality, and "88  million" live within a day's driving distance.              
       

= The  August  21,  2017  Total Solar Eclipse  will be the first                    

with a path of Totality crossing the Pacific and Atlantic coasts of the United States of America,                 

and also whose path of Totality makes landfall exclusively within the United States of America,               

(*hence it is called:  "Great American Eclipse"  therein)               
 

making it the first such Eclipse since the Country's independence in  July 4, 1776!                 

 

Source:   https: // en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_eclipse_of_August_21,_2017                     
Source:   https: // nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2016/preparing-for-the-august-2017-total-solar-eclipse                

===============    

 

 

 

So now, let us clearly and unmistakably Witness here                       
 

"19"  coded  (=QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30)                       

Most EXCELLENT  &  Most MAGNIFICENT  MIRACLES                  
 

as it has Most Superbly and Perfectly been Inscribed by our LORD AL-LAH                  

unto those most specific critical  "Historic Dates"  above,  

now here thus:      

 

 

"Great  American  Eclipse"                        
.        V               V               V 

                  Day       Month          Year                

              21      8      2017 



 
  "Independence  of  U.S  of  America"                               

.          V     V                   V 

                  Day       Month          Year                

              4      07    1776             

       

    = x…                     .                      

.     = x…     

 

==============    

*Please, absolutely note that because that the Day No.'s                    
for/in the first Case  &  for/in the second Case above                      

are thus -originally-  two-digit  &  one-digit  numbers therein (=21   &    4),                 

                 

so we have rightfully placed the Month No.'s                      
for/in the first Case  &  for/in the second Case above                      

-specifically-  as  one-digit  &  two-digit  numbers therein     (=  8     &    07),                  

 

--(in exact "opposite" way)-- thus in such a perfectly parallel/equal and absolutely Complementary Manner,              
also in this Respect above.               

==============        

 

 

 

 

 



 

And finally, let us clearly Find here                         

exactly how many  "Days"  and  "Months"  and  "Years"  are there                   
 

between that "Independence  of  U.S  of  America"  above                 

and that most specific very first such "Great  American  Eclipse"                    
 

which will take place therein, on that most critical "Historic Date"  above,    

 

in this Perfect Manner, again, now here thus:     

  

 

"Great  American  Eclipse"                        
.        V               V               V 

                  Day       Month          Year                

              21      8      2017 

     -        -         - 
                 "Independence  of  U.S  of  America"                                

.              V      V                   V 

                  Day       Month          Year                

              4      07    1776                   

 

                      V         V        V 

 

    17     01      241                         

.                Days      Month           Years                        

                                                           

   = x…    

 

 

 



 

 

 

==============     

*Please, absolutely note that this  Most MIRACULOUS  Phenomena above                   

thus clearly and unmistakably shows us that                       

all such Most Specific "Historic Events  &  Wonders"  can take place              

always absolutely and only under the Watchful Eyes of our LORD AL-LAH,                   

=i.e.  by HIM Absolutely Knowing it  --or--  Most Superbly Creating it,             

always at the Perfect Time (=QURAN TESTAMENT  54/49  &  6/59  &  72/28  &  78/29  =  74/30),               

 

and also we should never forget that                       

HE will Most Generously Reward those who act always Peacefully, Honestly, Compassionately, Humbly and Equitably,            

in accordance with HIS Commandments,                        

and HE will Most Adequately Punish those who act Belligerently, Crookedly, Heinously, Sinfully and Deceitfully,            

against HIS Commandments,  

each and every One, according to their Deeds,                       
for/in every Situation and in every Occasions here (=40/39-40), 

because this Worldly Life is only a Test for all Humanity,                     
no matter what kind of (small or big) Events or Wonders take place,                    
absolutely in every Situations and in every Circumstances,                     
all of us are thus Tested here, to know the  Good  X  Evil  therein.                

(=QURAN TESTAMENT  40/39-40  =  23/1-11  &  4/114  &  ……    X    69/25-37  &  107/1-7  &  ……)    

==============                   

 

 

 

         --continues in the next post-- 
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========================                       

25-  Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him) said:                      
 

And there will be Signs in  "Sun and Moon"                     
   

--(as in this Historic  "Great  American  Total  Solar  Eclipse"  above)-- and (also in) Stars --(in this Final Age now),           

and on the Earth distress of peoples in perplexity because of the roaring of the Sea and the Waves, ………  

(GOSPEL, Luke 21/25)      

                    v v v v v v v v v v  

 

        In QURAN TESTAMENT it is said: 
  

61-  And "he" (=i.e. "Prophet Jesus" above) is a Clear (Source of) Knowledge for the "Hour."   

So have no doubt about it (=the "Hour"), and follow Me; (for) this is the Straight Path. 

 

18-  So, are they waiting until the "Hour" --(of these fast approaching "Heavenly Requitals" above:  43/61)--            

comes to them suddenly?                           

And the Signs --(thus also and especially                        

as in this Historic  "Great  American  Total  Solar  Eclipse"  above:  75/7-8-9)-- thereof have already come.            

 

Once it (=i.e. that  "Hour"  above) comes to them --(in the near Future, here in this Case  44/10-16  in this Final Age now)--           

how can it be for them (at that time: 6/158  to benefit from) their "Reminder" (=in Arabic:  "Dhikra,"  here now)!    

    

         v v v v v v v v v v v  

 

        30-  Upon it (shall be)  "19"                     

31-  …… for it is but a "Reminder" (=in Arabic: here Again, specifically that  "Dhikra"  above, here now)              

for the Humanity!    
 

 

GOSPEL, Luke 21/25   >>>>>   QURAN TESTAMENT  47/18 (="Dhikra")   >>>>>   74/30-31 (="Dhikra")                 
     

========================     
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"Great  American  Total  Solar  Eclipse"   which will take place on   August 21, 2017 
 

            UTC  (=Coordinated Universal Time)                     
.      V 

 

Total Eclipse will begin therein at:  16:48:32                        
>>  so we shall rightfully take it into account perfectly as:     16:49     or/and       04:49  p.m.  

Total Eclipse will end therein at:  20:01:35                        
>>  so we shall rightfully take it into account, here again, perfectly as:   20:02      or/and       08:02  p.m.  

 

Greatest Eclipse will occur therein at: 18:26:40                        
>>  so we shall rightfully take it into account, here again, perfectly as:   18:27      or/and       06:27  p.m.  

 

Partial Eclipse will begin therein at: 15:46:48                        
>>  so we shall rightfully take it into account specifically as:     15:46      or/and       03:46  p.m. 

Partial Eclipse will end therein at:  21:04:19                        
>>  so we shall rightfully take it into account, here now, exclusively as: 21:05     or/and       09:05  p.m. 

 

*Please, certainly note that                         

we have thus rightfully rounded up this first one above, specifically at the same digit therein (=15:46)               

and then (instead of it) rightfully rounded up this second one above, exclusively at the next digit therein (=21:05)             
legitimately and perfectly, thus also due to that most special number (21:04:19) therein.    
 

Source:   https: // en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_eclipse_of_August_21,_2017                   

===============    



 

 

 

So now, let us clearly and unmistakably Witness here                       
 

"19"  coded  --(please, see again:  QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30  above)--                 

      

Most EXCELLENT  &  Most MAGNIFICENT  MIRACLES                  
 

as it has Most Superbly and Perfectly been Inscribed by our LORD AL-LAH                  

unto those most Critical and essential  "Historic Date  &  Hours"  of that                   

"Great  American  Total  Solar  Eclipse"   which will take place on   August 21, 2017   above,    
 

in these most specific Perfect Orders, now here thus: 

 

 
 

 

         "Total Eclipse"                     "Partial Eclipse"                             

     Year          Day       Month                                       Month       Day          Year                                           

 2017    0021        8               8      0021    2017                   

  <        <  <           >      >    >   
 
ends                          begins                              begins                           ends                     
. at       at                at              at                         

 20.02              16.49                             15.46               21.05                    

.     <             <             >              >     
      V                  V 

                   in between                                                          in between                         
.                   above                 above               

     192                        318                   
.        minutes                             minutes                     

.             <                     >                 

   or/and                  or/and  
         

   03.2                        05.3                   
.          hours                               hours                     

.              <                >   

 

 



= x…   

= x…        = x…    

 

= x…     

or/and          or/and               

= x…    

 

 

 

 



 

 

==============    

*Please, absolutely note that we have rightfully placed   
 

all "Hours.Minutes  and  Hours.Minutes" (e.g.  20.02 = 16.49)                  

and "Years  and  Days"   (e.g.  2017  =  0021)                  

and "Minutes  and  Hours"        (e.g.     192   =   03.2)  

all in perfect equal number of digits,  

thus in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Coherent/Consistent Perfect Manner,                 
for/in each and every Case, above,                  

by this most Wise and perfect  Creation Design  of our LORD AL-LAH,                
 from the very Beginning, here:                      

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  28/68-70  =  54/49   =   47/18 (=Dhikra)  >>>>>   74/30-31 (=Dhikra)           

==============      

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

So now, let us clearly and unmistakably Witness it                     

in this  Most EXCELLENT  &  Most MAGNIFICENT  Perfect Manner above,        
 

in these most specific Perfect Orders again,   
 

Finally, here Again, now also thus: 

 

 

"Total Eclipse"             "Partial Eclipse"                             

Month       Day          Year                                         Year          Day       Month                                           

  8       0021    2017           2017    0021     8                       

. >        >        >              <        <       <   

 
begins                            ends                               ends                           begins                     
.  at          at               at              at                         

  04.49               08.02                             09.05               03.46                    

.       >              >             <              <     
      V                  V 

                   in between                                                          in between                         
.                   above                 above               

     192                        318                   
.        minutes                             minutes                     

.             >                     <                 

   or/and                  or/and  
         

   03.2                        05.3                   
.          hours                               hours                     

.              >                <   

 

               And Finally 

        "Greatest Eclipse"         

              occurs                     .         
.              at                                      

     06.27                                     
.          ^     

  

 



= x…   

= x…        = x…    

 

= x…     

or/and          or/and               

= x…    

 

             And Finally 



= x…    

 

==============    

*Please, absolutely note that we have rightfully placed   
 

all "Hours.Minutes  and  Hours.Minutes" (e.g.  04.49 = 08.02)                  

and "Days  and  Years"   (e.g.  0021  =  2017)                  

and "Minutes  and  Hours"        (e.g.     192   =   03.2)  

all in perfect equal number of digits,  

thus in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Coherent/Consistent Perfect Manner, here again,               
for/in each and every Case, above,                  

by this most Wise and perfect  Creation Design  of our LORD AL-LAH,                
 from the very Beginning, again, here:                      

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  28/68-70  =  54/49   =   47/18 (=Dhikra)  >>>>>   74/30-31 (=Dhikra)           

==============     

 

 

 

        --continues in the next post-- 
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===============                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

25-  Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him) said:                       
 

And there will be Signs in  "Sun and Moon"                     
   

--(as in this Historic  "Great  American  Total  Solar  Eclipse"  above)-- and (also in) Stars --(in this Final Age now),           

and on the Earth distress of peoples in perplexity because of the roaring of the Sea and the Waves (=i.e. rising Sea levels,            

and historic Floodings and Tsunamis that already occurred --and may occur again in the near future--               

in America and all other Continents of the World),    

 

26-  People fainting with fear and with foreboding of what is coming on the World.                  

For the powers of the heavens will be shaken. 

   

27-  And then they will see the "Son of Man" coming in a "cloud" (=i.e. thus especially from Eastern part of the World             

to the West  =Matthew 24/27  normally travelling on an Airplane flying through "clouds" therein, in this Final Age now)           
 

with --thus especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES   

above now:   Matthew 21/42-44  =  QURAN TESTAMENT 29/47   such--  "Intellectual-Power,"   
 

and --due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES   

above now:   Matthew 21/42-44  =  QURAN TESTAMENT 29/49   such--  "great Intellectual-Glory"   (therein.) 



  

28-  Now when these things begin to take place, straighten up and raise your heads,  

because your Redemption is drawing Near. 

 

29-  And (then) he told them a parable: “Look at the fig tree, and all the trees.  

30-  As soon as they come out in leaf, you see for yourselves and know that the Summer is already near. 

31-  So also, when you see these things taking place, you know that the Kingdom of GOD is Near.  

32-  Truly, I say to you, this Generation (=i.e. a specific reference to this Generation of   

this  Last --Third-- Day (=Millennium) here now =John 6/40, 44-45)-- will not pass away until all has taken place.  

--(*Because  a "Day"  is Perfectly Deemed as  "One Thousand Years (=Millennium)"                  

in this Respect, in the Sight of our LORD,                        

from the very Beginning, here:                          
Psalms 90/4  =  QURAN TESTAMENT 22/47)--   
  

33-  Heaven and earth will pass away, but my Words --(which are all Perfectly Taught to him therein by GOD  

especially for/in this  Last --Third-- Day (=Millennium)  here now =John 12/48-50)-- will not pass away! 

 

34-  But watch yourselves lest your hearts be weighed down  

with dissipation --to cause you to foolishly ignore  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES   

above now:  Matthew 21/42-44  =  QURAN TESTAMENT 29/47--   

and drunkenness --to cause you to foolishly ignore  the “Right” side  of those "19" Coded  MIRACLES   

above now:  Matthew 21/42-44  =  QURAN TESTAMENT 29/49--   
 

and (also all other) anxietes of this life, and that Day --(of those fast approaching "Heavenly Requitals" above)--  

come upon you suddenly like a trap. 

 

35-  For it will come upon all who dwell on the face of the whole Land --(especially of/in those specific Continents and  

Regions indicated above, in the first place). 

 

36-  But stay awake at all times, praying that you may have strength to escape all these things that are going to take place,  

and to stand before --(that Most Critical and Important MESSAGE Sent by GOD  

to be delivered to all Humanity above by)-- the "Son of Man" --(therein, as clearly Pointed Out in Verse No. 27 above).   

 

GOSPEL, Luke  21/25-36 

=============== 

 

 

 

 



 

===============                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

5- No, the human-being (still) intends to corrupt his/her own future.   

6-  (And by mockingly) asking: "When is the Day of Resurrection?" 
 

 

7-  So, when the Eyes are dazzled --(thus also and especially during that  

Historic  "Great  American  Total  Solar  Eclipse"  due to the emitted coronal lights and flames therein above)--   

8-  And the Moon is darkened (therein) --(*please, see it, also in this respect, in the above picture). 

9-  For the Sun and the Moon are joined together (up in the Sky) --(*please, see it again, also in this respect,  

in the above picture).  

  

10-  The human-being will say on that "Day" (=i.e. especially and also in this Last "Millennium"  here now)  

--(*Because a "Day"  is Perfectly Deemed as  "Thousand Years  (=Millennium)"                    

in this Respect, in the Sight of our LORD,                        

from the very Beginning, again, here:                       
Psalms 90/4  =  QURAN TESTAMENT 22/47)--   

  

"Where is the escape?" --(at the time of these "Heavenly Requitals"  in this Last "Day (=Millennium)"  

here in this Case now  = 44/10-11, 12-16  in the near Future.)-- 

 

11-  No. There will be no refuge.   

12-  (Because) to your LORD on that "Day" is the abode. 

 

13-  The human-being will be informed on that "Day"    

of what he/she has (rightfully) performed (to "Advance" himself/herself) --thus especially, due to/on   

the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  above now: QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30-31 = "37"--    

 

and (what) he/she has (wrongfully) postponed (to "regress" himself/herself) --thus especially, due to/on   

the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  above now: QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30-31 = "37"--             

(*Please, certainly See it again, in this Respect,                       
clearly and openly, in  "Chapter No. 74,  Verse No. "37"  also in the next post therein.)      

    

14-  Indeed, the human-being is an eye-Witness against his/her own soul-self. 

15-  Even though he/she would put forth his/her (false) excuses (23/99-110 = 6/28). 
 

…… 
 

20-  No, but you (still) love the present (life). 

21-  And neglecting the Hereafter. 

 



 

22-  Faces on that "Day"  --thus especially, because of their such sincere Belief and                 

Righteous-Deeds  =32/15   

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (=Signs > Ayat)   

above now: QURAN TESTAMENT  29/47--  will be happy! 

23-  Looking up to their LORD. 

 

24-  And Faces on that "Day"  --thus especially, because of their such hostile Rejection and  

Wrongful-Deeds  =22/72   

despite/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (=Signs > Ayat)   

above now: QURAN TESTAMENT  29/49--  will be gloomy! 

 

25-  Anticipating that a Most-Adequate-Punishment will be Rightfully-Executed on them (40/17 = 40) 

--(when/if they do not sincerely repent and seek Forgiveness of AL-LAH   

by immediately and truly reforming themselves here: 22/72  &  85/4-10  >>  25/70-71   

before it may be too late then: 4/17-18).        

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  75/5-15, 20-25 

=============== 

 

 

 

       --continues in the next post-- 
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===============  

53-  We will show them Our  --"19" Coded--  Signs  (=in Arabic: Ayatina here: 74/16-17  >>  26-"30")            

in the Horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially,                 

in that most Critical and Historic  "Great  American  Total  Solar  Eclipse"  above,           

as we have clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it  in each and every of those Cases above               

for/in this Final Age, here now)--               

until it becomes Clear to them that this is absolutely The TRUTH!  
 

Is it not Enough that your LORD, certainly HE is --thus also and especially,                  

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (=Signs > Ayat)  above now =29/47--             

(Exclusively with HIS such Absolute  "Capabilities"  here =57/4)--  Witnessing over  "all things!"      
 

 

54-  Indeed, they are (still) in doubt about meeting their LORD;                    

Indeed, certainly HE is --thus also and especially,             

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (=Signs > Ayat)  above now =29/49--              

(Exclusively with HIS such Absolute  "Knowledge"  here =65/12)--  Encompassing of  "all things!"            

 

QURAN TESTAMENT   41/53-54 

=============== 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

        ===============                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

24-  And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:  
 

"This (=QURAN TESTAMENT) is nothing except an ancient Magic." 
 

25-  "This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a human-being."  
 

26-  (AL-LAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter  
--(thereby thus to absolutely Prove it to him and to the whole World that  
"QURAN TESTAMENT"  is definitely Not a man-made Message,  
as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed above,  

but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless Word of AL-LAH here =17/88)!                                                     
 
27-  So what made you know what an Uprooter.                                                                                                  
 
28-  It does not let-last  --(but exclusively and only  in "allegorical/intellectual" sense  here,               
utterly-eradicates  any disbelief and skepticism                       

*as it is already ignorantly put forth by that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person therein, --in Verse No. 24 above), 

by those Perfect MIRACLES  on  the “Left” side  above)--  
 

and It does not let-stay  --(but exclusively and only  in "allegorical/intellectual" sense  here again,              
utterly-devastates  any disbelief and skepticism                       

*as it is already ignorantly put forth by that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person therein, again, --in Verse No. 25 above), 

by those Perfect MIRACLES  on  the “Right” side  above)--   
  
 

29-  (For, it presents such MIRACULOUS) "Tables"                               
--(due to/on  that “Left” side  &  due to/on  that “Right” side  above)-- for the Humanity.                       
                                                                                                                                     

30-  Upon it (shall be) "19"! 
 
 

31-  For We have made the guardians of the Hellfire to be Angels;  

and We did not make their Number (=that "19" above) except as a Test for those who have rejected; 
  
=so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) shall attain-Certainty,  
 

=and those who have Faith (among all Nations/Peoples, Worldwide) shall increase in Faith,  
 

=and so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)  
 

=and the Faithful (among all Nations/Peoples, Worldwide) shall not have any doubt,  
 
and so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters shall say:  
 

"What is it that AL-LAH has (Really) Meant by this  "Allegory"  --(already Cited   

in those most specific  "26-30th  Verses"  above.) 
  
 

Thus, AL-LAH will Send astray whoever wishes (to go astray)                    

--especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those                        

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")           
 

above now-- (41/53  =  29/"47"),     
 

 



and HE will Guide whoever wishes (to go Guided)                      

--especially, due to/on  the “Right” side  of those                       

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")             
 

above now-- (41/53  =  29/"49")! 
   
 

And none know the Forces of your LORD except HIM;  

and "It" (=i.e.  that "Uprooter" again, as clearly Pointed Out  
in the above  "24-30th  Verses")--  is but a "Reminder" (="Dhikra") for all Humanity.    
 
 

32-  No, by the Moon.  

33-  And the Night when it turns-away. 
 

34-  And the Morning when it shines-forth. 
 

35-  Absolutely, "It" (=i.e.  that "Uprooter" again, as clearly Pointed Out  
in the above "24-30th  Verses")-- is One of the Greatest-(MIRACLES)! 
 

36-  (Also) a "Warning" to all Humanity.  
 

37-  For any among you who wishes --by truly believing in and wholeheartedly Repenting to HIM              

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")   

above now-- to "Advance,"               

or --by utterly rejecting and crookedly running away from HIM                    

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")  

above now-- to "regress!"                 
 

(41/53  =  29/"47"  &  "49")                           
 

(*Please, certainly See it again, in this Respect,                       
also in  "Chapter No. 75,   Verse No. 13-14-15,  20-25"  in the previous post above.)      

 
 

QURAN TESTAMENT   74/24-37 

=============== 

 

 

Remain in Peace/Salaam.  

 

 

 

 

And  he  who  came  with  The TRUTH, 
and  those  who  verified-it-as-TRUE, 
they  are  the Righteous. =39/33, .... 


